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CLINTON WINS 
IN SC PRIMARY 
Clemson community comments 
on candidate •s success 
Equestrian team member Courtney Schintzius rides at a 
show hosted by Georgia Southern University. 
Tessa Schwarze by more than 174,000 votes. vote, claiming that 65 percent Bar To'oma, senior philosophy 
Senior Sta/JWriter Her victory, driven by her of those who voted in the major, explained that the 
foothold on 80 percent of the Democratic primary were election still has a long way 
The results of this Saddle up African American vote, proved African-American. He stated to go, saying, "I wish Bernie 
Saturday's Democratic her advantage had much to do that Clinton may have come had won, but we still have 46 
primary provided Hilary with her appeal to the minority away with the Democratic states to go before the general 
Clinton a much-needed A look at thepopulation - the same appeal win, but it was clear that the election. There's still a ' good 
victory over fellow candidate that Sanders seems to lack. In majority of Clemson srudent chance for him to win enough 
Bernie Sanders. fact, the African American values weren't connected with delegates to be the nominee if 
contrast Equestrian clubIn sharp to support for Clinton in this Clinton's own policies, nor other states, less conservative 
the past three Democratic Saturday's primary surpassed with democratic policies at all. than South Carolina, for him." Sarah Kait Hollenbeck little bit and it can even theprimaries the narrow Senator Obama's 78 percent "We can clearly see that Eleven of those 46 states Contributor playing field ... it shows whoClinton victory in in the in 2008. Clinton's values do not reflect will host their primaries this 
can really ride the best."Iowa caucus, the huge loss to But for Clinton's strong that of our own students. Our Tuesday, Super Tuesday. The The team's riding herdSanders in New Hampshire advantage in the minority campus is mostly conservative results will prove further which The Clemson University is comprised of about 35and the close Clinton victory sector, Sanders's "secret ... but I can see how people Democratic candidate has what Equestrian Team is a club horses, all of which arein the Nevada caucus­ weapon" is the young vote. would prefer Clinton over it takes to win the nomination. 
team comprised of around housed at the ClemsonSouth Carolina has proven The Vermont senator won 63 Sanders. She's a public figure As for candidate Hilary 50-60 members. The club is Universityto be the first major win for percent of votes among Iowans and not a socialist." Clinton, the recent South Equine Center. divided into three sections: The majority of the horsesthe former secretary of state, under the age of 35, and in In terms of Clinton Carolina victory seems to Hunt Seat, Western and at the Equestrian Center areand could potentially change Pickens County, the county winning the democratic have given her just the fuel 
non-riding. Rebecca Shirley for team use. These horsesthe democratic nomination. in which Clemson University nomination, Woodward she needed to feel confident 
coaches the Western team \ire either owned by theClinton has now captured three srudents cash their ballot, predicts her success will about keeping her spot in front 
and Jamie Grant-Rowland coaches or staff, on lease toof the first four democratic Clinton beat Sanders by only depend on the republican of Sanders. 
primaries and seems to be just coaches the Hunt Seat team. the team or donated to the11.4 percent - a 55.4 percent nomination - "If it's Trump "Tomorrow, we are taking Both riding teams Equestrian Center.getting started. to Sanders's 44.1 percent. verses Clinton, Clinton will this campaign nation," said practice biweekly at the Equestrian sports areThe former first lady Professor of Political win. If it's Clinton verses Clinton in her victory speech. Clemson University not typically team sports.and secretary of state beat Science and author of "The Rubio, Rubio will win." "We are going to compete Equestrian Center. They Knudson said, "I like itopponent Bernie Sanders with New Southern Politics," Dr. However, Clemson's for every vote in every state -t a margin 73.5 percent to 26 compete in regional and because for most people whoDavid Woodward, credited Sanders supporters still have we are not taking anything or local competitions 16 times have done Equestrian sportspercent, and came out ahead Clinton's win to the minority hope for their candidate. Will anyone for granted." 
- .•• I'>"' a year. Team members ride their whole life it isn't aror.==-~-------- different horses each week to team setting so it's refreshing 
prepare for competitions in going to college and being 
which they ride an unknown on a team sport and not 
horse, often one they have competing just for yourself. 
never competed on before. You get a community of 
The school hosting the show people who want to do the 
provides the horses that the same thing and it keeps 
team will compete on. everyone riding for the 
Ceilidh Knudson, · a same reasons." 
senior animal science major The Western team 
and CUEC president, said, just qualified to as a team 
"To prepare us our coaches for semi-finals and will 
have us ride different horses be competing in Ohio on 
every week in our lessons ... March 19 and 20. 
you have to be flexible and "It's a really supportive 
able to adjust to whatever community and even if we're 
you're on that way you can all riding in the same division 
always ride to the best of we're happy if we all get first, 
your abilities. It can be fun second and third, together it 
that way [competing on doesn't matter who places ... 
a strange horse] it keeps it's a lot more supportive 
everyone on their toes a than what you would get 
In Saturday's primaries, Ointon clinches a big win against Bernie Sanders in hopes to secure the Democratic nomination. See EQUESTRIAN on A2 
Justin Lee Campbell procedures committee ofstudent Lauren Whitmore, a senior approve the Srudent Activity 
News Editor senate and six students selected political science major, said that Fund Board's recommendations 
from the srudent body by the srudent judicial boards hear on how much money to award 
Clemson · Undergraduate treasurer. Srudents are selected cases about underage drinking, clubs and organizations. 
Student Government is for the position by the treasurer fake IDs and incidents involving Each year, CUSG holds 
responsible for distributing the using interviews. Clemson University, Oemson elections for president and vice 
Srudent Activity Fund of $1.4 The student body treasurer University Police Department president, who help student 
million annually, according to is one of the cabinet members and the Office of Community government run effectively and 
their website, mycusg.com. The of the CUSG executive branch, and Ethical Standards. Sanctions also build bridges between them 
Student Activity Fund is filled by which "performs the executive are handed down by the student and the students. 
the Srudent Activity Fee, which function ofSrudent Government judicial board, including "My year was an interesting 
is a mandatory part of Clemson by coordinating and lending volunteer hours, writing year. Most presidents don't have 
University tuition and fees. direction to Student Government explanatory letters to future to deal with some of the ·things 
Each fall and spring full- mmanves, by providing employers and participating in that came up under my term. We 
time undergraduate students diplomatic representation, and Assessment, Choices, Training had 6 reported student deaths in 
are charged $40 for the by appointing student officials," and Transitions Program, a the first semester," said Maddy 
Student Activity Fee, and part- according to mycusg.com. program that reduces the risk of Thompson, last year's CUSG 
time undergraduate srudents Cabinet members are appointed substance abuse. srudent body president. "Never 
pay $4.00 per credit hour per by the undergraduate student The attorney general can before to my knowledge had a 
semester (including Maymester body president, including the also provide legal aid vouchers, student body president spoke at 
and summer sessions). chiefofstaff, attorney general and which permit srudents a free a student's vigil." 
"The Student Activity treasurer. Shannon Kay, a senior 30-minute session with a lawyer. CUSG presidents have also 
Fee collections shall be industrial engineering major, is 'We have a lot of people helped to build transparency,A look at the 
combined with Education and the current CUSG president. come in and ask for them," help run the student senate and 
General funds allocated for the "The cabinet is the most Whitmore said. help with finances over their 
express purpose of providing directly visible side of student Rounding out the branches year-long term. 
for undergraduate student government," Kay said. is the student senate, filling the Ultimately, Clemson'sinner 'U.Jorkings 
organizations and activities," Heading the judicial branch role of the legislative branch student leaders want the entire 
according to Clemson's is the attorney general, which and which "shall perform the campus to get involved. 
undergraduate student webpage. "shall have jurisdiction over legislative function of Student "At the end of the day,ofstudent The Srudent Activity Board the Srudent Body in all cases Government by debating and you have to work with each 
is responsible fur the allocation of involving violation of any enacting legislation concerning . other to reach a common goal. 
the Srudent Activity Fund. The student regulation except those matters affecting student life CUSG spends a lot of their time 
Student Activity Boar4 consists reserved to the administration," and the operation of Student in meetings just trying to findgovern1nent 
of nine members: · the student according to the judicial Government." Srudent senate solutions to common problems. 
body treasurer, assistant treasurer, branch bylaws. passes bills and resolutions. Bills Anyone can JOIIl CUSG," 
chairman of the finance and CUSG Attorney General include appropriation bills, which said Thompson. 
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GO FOR A DIVE 
Scuba club explores waters both near andfar 
Daniel Kennedy As a new club, or to Georgia. We do a lot 
Head Copy Editor this is only the second of trips; it's our main thing 
year that the divers have since diving is our biggest 
· been meeting. priority. When we're not 
For a coastal state, Recently the former doing trips we do a lot of 
South Carolina doesn't club president stepped fundraising because diving 
exactly bring to mind down, leaving Harpster is really expensive, and we 
images of white, sandy to step up and take the know that. So we try to 
beaches and clear water, let lead. According to her, "Ir make diving as cheap as we 
alone scuba diving. But a was a great semester last can for our students and 
group of students here on semester and it's going to our members." 
campus are working against be a great one this time." One of the most 
that perception the The club dives locally, but important parts of learning 
members of the Clemson also takes a number of trips to scuba dive is getting 
Scuba Club. during the year, including certified, and this is 
To get a better idea some to Florida and to something the club cries to 
of what it means to be a North Carolina. help its members with. 
member of a diving club in "We are able to dive As Harpster says, "We 
upstate South Carolina, we year round here at Clemson," work a lot with Upstate 
sat down with club president says Harpster. "We plan Scuba, the dive shop here 
Jordanne Harpster, a junior a ton of trips, hopefully in Clemson ... And we will 
education major, and two trips co Florida per work with our divers to 
treasurer Jillian Gaskins, an semester. If we're not diving gee chem into certification 
English major in the class in Florida somewhere we classes and co help certified 
of 2018. can go to North Carolina divers earn additional 
certifications." 
Harpster described 
the certification classes, 
explaining that it would 
take three co four weeks at Upstate Scuba, and if 
to complete and run you're already certified 
participants about $300. As you can get an advanced 
part of the class students certification, or you could 
attend an actual classroom get scuba gear." 
Scuba club members ride the seas outside ofWest Palm Beach, Florida. 
that translate into dollars 
for your certification. When 
you reach your 30 hours 
you get a $300 certificate 
,-,:-._..,_-----f~ 
..,._.....,._,.. 
The scuba club rests on the beach after a day in Panama 
City Beach, Florida. 
session, two pool diving Dues come out to 
sessions and two lake $60 each semester, and get 
diving sessions. After that members the opportunity 
a student is certified and to dive as often as they like 
ready to go. wi th the club once they've 
Parr of the attempt to completed certification. It 
minimize student cost is the also confers a discount at 
unique hours system that Upstate Scuba. 
the Scuba Club employs. The Scuba Club 
Treasurer Jillian Gaskins meets in Kinard 20 I at 7 
explained it, saying, "when p.m. every T hursday, and 
a member logs 30 hours welcomes interested 
via events or showing up to students, whether graduate 
Underwater, these members support the Clemson tigers. meetings .. . you earn hours or undergraduate. 
EQUESTRIAN from page Al 
out of the regular equestrian 
community," Rachel Wright, 
a sophomore animal science 
major and future CUEC 
president, said. "We all get 
along really well we're more 
friends than team mates." 
The team is funded 
through CUSG club sports 
- like any other Clemson 
club sport - but the horses, 
equipment and coaching are 
funded through donations 
and the Equestrian Center, 
who front the costs for 
the ream. 
CUET also fundraises 
throughout the year to 
support the team. Local 
and community sponsors 
advertise at the shows, 
CUEC also puts on bake sales 
downtown and fundraises 
through selling merchandise. 
CUET is hosting 
an alumni horse show 
fundraiser where anyone 
who rides and is an alumnus 
of the school can come 
compete at the Clemson 
University Equestrian 
Center on Sunday, April 10, 
at 9 a.m. 
More information 
about the show can be 
found online at https:// 
www. even tbr i te. com/ e/ 
cl ems on-alumni-horse­
show-tickets-21221642504. 
Savannah N. Miller 
Photo Editor 
If you've ever had a pet 
dog, then you've probably 
noticed how perceptive they 
can be to your emotions. 
When you're sad they 
are there to comfort you, 
and when you're ecstatic 
they are jumping up and 
down too. 
Scientists in the past 
have suggested cha c chis is 
mere coincidence; there's 
a long-standing belief 
that animals don't have 
feelings because they aren't 
as intelligent as humans. 
However, a recent study 
published in The Royal 
Society by Albuquerque 
and colleagues found chat 
dogs have the ability to 
recognize human emotions 
and respond accordingly. 
In this study, seventeen 
healthy adult dogs were 
tested for responses to 
emotional stimuli. The 
stimuli presented were 
images and sounds with 
either positive or negative 
connotations; for example, a 
picture of a smiling human 
was projected at the same 
time a soothing human 
vocalization was played, 
and the dogs' reactions to 
for congruent, or agreeable, 
faces in over two thirds of 
the trials. These findings 
suggest that dogs have 
the ability to extract 
emotional content from 
simple auditory and visual 
stimuli without any 
previous training. 
Domesticated dogs 
have the ability co recognize 
human emotions through 
facial expressions, 
which has roots in 
evolutionary biology. 
For many thousands 
of years, dogs and humans 
have lived in harmony. 
House pets have evolved 
alongside human beings, 
and this means chat dogs 
can understand what pet 
owners mean with just a 
look and react accordingly. 
Albuquerque and colleagues 
attest to this, saying, "The 
recognition of emotional 
expressions allows animals 
to evaluate the social 
intentions and motivations 
of others." Domesticated 
dogs depend solely on 
humans for food, shelter 
and attention. 
Thus, it is important 
for them to have the 
ability to recognize 
human emotions and 
intentions through facial 
expressions and auditory 
Ph.D., a behavioral ecology 
professor at Clemson 
University, agreed with 
chis study's findings and 
its applications in human-
canine relationships, 
saying, "Dogs rely •~. on 
reading human expressions 
to know what we want 
them to do next. Dog­
handler teams that have 
the best communication 
are most likely to win in 
events such as obedience, 
agility, herding and Frisbee 
dog Freestyle." 
Without the ability 
to read facial expressions, 
dogs participating in these 
events would be much less 
successful. Dr. Childress 
also pointed out a major 
pitfall of this study: the 
authors' failure to reference 
Charles Darwin's book, "The 
Expression of Emotions in 
Man and Animals." This 
major resource, published 
in 1872, explored the 
complex relationships 
between animals and 
humans a century and a 
half before this new study 
was published. 
Studies like this one 
show that humans and 
dogs have co-evolved to 
understand each other 
on a more intimate 
level than other animal-
these stimuli were recorded stimuli, including verbal human relationships.The amphitheater fills,up with students during the day as warm weather approaches. 
\ . and analyzed. commands, or they would So go home, look your 
The study found that in not continue to thrive in dog in the eyes and tell themWANT YOUR PHOTO TO BE FEATURED AS PHOTO OF this sample of domesticated modern society. that you love them. They'll 
~ ,THE DAY? TWEET@THETIGERCU WITH #POTO. dogs there was a preference Michael Childress, know what you mean. 
you 
any 
lacks 
to 
feels 
Clemson 
possible 
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is 
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SENIOR STAFF 
RowANLYNAM 
Editor in Chief 
editor.thetigernews@gmail.com 
SAAVON SMALLS 
Associate Editor 
associate].thetigemews@gmail.com 
most famous building being thatMark Hinds ANNA MALLARD
ofa white supremacist.Assistant Outlook Editor Managing Editor 
Oh, I'm sorry? Did managing .thetigernews@gmail.com 
For the past year or so, there ever personally experience 
have been talks and protests all over persecution, ill will, racial slurs or NEWS 
campus calling for the renaming judgment from Benjamin Tillman thetigernewsl ~mail.com 
of Ttllman Hall. "Concerned himself? This man died in 1918 so JUSTIN LEE <.:AMPBELL 
News Editor
students and faculty" say changing the only way you could possibly KELLY COLWELL 
the name would be great idea answer yes ro the above question is Assistant News Editor 
and a symbol of our university's ifyou are 97 years of age or older. TESSA SCHWARZE Senior Staff Writer 
acceptance ofall people from every I doubt you are. The Clemson EMILY DREYER 
walk oflife and skin color. I believe student body as a whole News Layout Editor 
they are wrong. diversity, and that I believe is what 
Why should we change is causing all this rubbish. OUTLOOK 
the name of our school's most If we want everybody opinions.thetigernews@gmail.com 
DAVID SPEARMANbeautiful and beloved building? feel welcome here we need to be Outlook EditorWhat good will it do? If we accepting ofall. I am a sophomore, MARKIIINI>s 
really desire to bring change and and I can honestly say that I have · Assistant Outlook Editor 
CAROLYNGoRE
acceptance to Clemson University, never met anyone - newcomer, Outlook Layout Editor 
it will involve the people who are friend or visitor - that 
in and around Clemson right now; "unwelcome" at 
SPORTSnot about a white supremacist that University because of Tillman 
sports.thetigernews@gmail.com
died in 1918. Hall. Governor Haley said it best ALLISON DANIEL 
We cannot change history. when asked about the Sports Editor 
MATIHEW BRIDGESWe cannot change how things renaming of Tillman: "You learn Assistant Sports Editor 
happened or how one man acted to accept history for what it is, CAROLINE FRITZE 
SJX?rts Layo_ut Editorover a century ago. The only thing but you also try to change history 
NEALE MADDEN 
we can do is move forward and ... changing the name of Tillman Sports Layout Editor 
ensure that everyone, no matter his Hall doesn't erase the history 
or her skin tone, feels at home at whatwe need to do is look forward TIMEOUTOemson. The best way ro do that instead ofback." She could not be tigertimeout@J!!'llil .com 
is to focus on our current faculty, any more correct. JAMES KIDD 
TimeOut Editorstaff and, most importantly, Schilletter Dining Hall MYRAHUITO 
student body, considering how named afrer August Schilletter, Assistant TimeOut Editor 
they act, think and perceive those a mess steward who embe-zzled campus and rename Tillman. and that everyone is created persecution at Clemson, 1t ts VALERIE SMITH 
Senior Staff Writerfrom everywhere on earth. Our money from the school for fifteen I understand where they are equal in the eyes ofthe Lord. not because ofa building named JAMIE YARBOROUGH 
students need to be able to see years until he was finally caught. coming from. America right now This is why we need afrer a man who has been six Timeout Layout Editor 
through someone's skin color and The big wigs of the school kept may not be where it should be as to focus on bringing about feet under for nearly 100 years; 
judge him or her on character and it so quiet that he got a building far as accepting people from all that change in how we act, it is because of words said to PHOTO 
actions rather than skin tone. named afrer him. You want to walks of life, but we the youth and interact with our fellow . you, or a feeling you got from photo.thetigernews@gmail.com 
SAVANNAH N. MILLERActivists who want the change the name of this building are the future of America, and classmates and teachers from the people that are involved Photo Editor 
name changed argue that too? Does this also offend you? we should be the ones to bring all walks of life. Changing the with and surround Clemson ISABELLE DAVIS 
newcomers and current students Make you feel victimized? about that change. Because we name of a building is not the today, in 2016, and if any Assistant Photo Editor 
ASHLEY STOUTof Clemson will shy away from I am not trying to be too know better than our forefathers best way to go about doing that. change should happen, it should Assistant Photo Editor 
our school because they do not feel harsh on those that want to bring --better than BenjaminTillman. Ifyou do not feel welcome, start with those people, not 
comfortable with the name ofour about change on Oemson's We know that ALL lives matter or have experienced racial the building. 
COPY EDITING 
copy.thetigernews@gmail.com 
DANIEL KENNEDY 
Head Copy Editor 
SARAH STILLINGER FREE SPEECH ''COCK'' UPI 
..)_, Copy Editor 
I KALEE LINEBERGERDavid Spearman b ,, M third the groups had received approval faculty responding appropriately and consequences for speech Copy EditorOutlook Editor any etter. y . response 
============ was feeling like trash due to my ahead oftime from the staff, their to exposure to speech they found display a fundamental 
One of my pet peeves is first response. demonstration was confined to objectionable. In the past few intolerance for dissenting views. WEB MANAGEMENT 
the way the tribalism, which Though I'd like to write about the campus' (blatantly illegal) weeks, Clemson University Some marketplace responses website.thetigernews@gmail.com 
modem humans inherited from these feelings, where they came "free speech wne" and USC's Student Senate incumbent are premised on ignorance or KoDY McllALE Website Manager
our caveman forefathers, shapes from and what to do about them, marketing material promises a Mitchell Gunter, as parr of his prejudice. The proper way 
modem political discourse. that isn't my purpose. This article is "No Limits" experience. reelection campaign, placed to deal with that is with more 
However, I regularly fall shorr of to express solidarity with Abbott, To add injury to insult, posters on various notice boards speech, trying to win more in the SOCIAL MEDIA 
social.thetigernews@gmail.comthe ideal dialectic I wish existed in YAL and College Libertarians, as the USC staff then delivered afrer receiving approval from marketplace over to your view." 
America and across the world. well as to offer an alternative to a "Notice of Charge" letter to the staff. Kurnanyika, Carson and 
One such failure is why I the calls fur bans against speakers, Abbott. This notified him that These posters featured Gunter deserve to be praised DISPLAY ADS 
ads.thetigernews@gmail.comfelt tom this past week about a suspensions and disciplinary the university was underraking Gunter under the word "Liberty" along with Thompson, Meyer MICHAEL GRIFFIN 
completely obvious issue where my action that are all too common on an investigation against him in bold-faced text while he and Grubb because, when they Advertising Manager 
stance should have been clear. This American college campuses. which, if it found him guilty, stood in front of an American saw speech they didn't like on 
issue was the persecution of Ross For those who haven't heard, would lead to disciplinary action, flag, holding a copy of the U.S. campus, their response was BUSINESS 
Abbott and the campus chapters last fall, two USC-based libertarian possibly including expulsion. Constitution in one hand and a not censorship--it was more business.thetise!news@gmail.com 
of Young Americans for Llberty student groups partnered to host In response, Abbott called rifle in the other. speech. Kurnanyika never called CASEY MONINGHOFF 
Business Managerand College Llbenarians by their an event opposing campus free upon the First Amendment Professor Chenjerai for Gunter to be expelled or 
host university, the University of speech restrictions. The USC staff, badasses at the Foundation for Kumanyika, on seeing the barred from office in student 
South Carolina apparently failing in magnificent Individual Rights in Education posters, took to Facebook to government. Gunter never DISTRIBUTION 
distribution.theti~'!!_news@gmail.comMy initial response was, fashion to comprehend the irony who initiated a suit against USC express his disapproval. He saw called for Kumanyika to be fired JAMAR WILLIAMS
"Hah, serves them right for going of their actions, declared the event as the twelfrh case in FIRE's the poster as making light of or denied tenure. Kurnanyika 
· Distribution Manager 
to USC." My second response was, "discriminatory'' afrer several national Stand Up For Speech gun violence, a problem which and Carson never called fur KATE OLSON 
Distribution Representative
"This is an important issue for students complained that some of litigation Project which has yet impacts the African-American Trump to be barred from South SAMANTHA GRUBB 
all colleges and there's not much the displays were "offensive" and to be defeated in court. USC has community especially hard. Carolina or otherwise prevented Distribution Representative 
. JAREDSCHMID'fevidence that Clemson would do "triggering," in spite ofthe fact char since stopped the investigation Gunter replied and a brief, from speaking. Distribution Representativebut FIRE, YAL and College civil dialogue occurred in which Instead, they undertook ANNA FOGERTY 
Libertarians are going ahead with neither side really gave any campaigns to persuade others Distribution Representative 
their suit against USC. ground. Gunter also gave FOX that they were right and their 
Though Oemson Carolina a brief interview and opponents were wrong, or at least 
hasn't had a major free speech hosted an event where .he gave misguided. They never resorted 
controversy for almost three out the posters while he did his to USC-style censorship of ideas 
CONTACT USmonths (a fantastic record by engineering homework. they found objectionable. 
the standards of American Earlier in the semester, I and many others find MAIN OFFICE 
universities), we still have a Kurnanyika and his friend AD. the wave of anti-liberalism 315 Hecdrix Student Center 
Clemson University
red light in FIREs database Carson protested a rally being sweeping American universities Phone (864) 656-2150 
of American universities due held by candidate fur Republican disconcerting. When college Fax(864)656-4772 
PmrrERto our overly broad and vague presidential nominee · Donald students-the lawyers, 
· Andcmon Independent Mail, 
anti-discrimination and anti­ Trump. Kurnanyika attended journalists, judges and politicians Anderson, S.C. 
harassment policies. the rally dressed in traditional of tomorrow-find it preferable 
We have this rating in spite Islamic dress and both were · to silence their opponents using 
of Oemson's own cadre of First thrown out while Trump was the authority of those capable of The Tiger is an indcpcndcnt organization 
Amendment badasses including signing autographs and mingling enforcing censorship, American comprised ofmany individuals. The opinions 
political science Professor Bradley with voters. They recorded the liberalism will be facing a crisis of cxp,osscd by any article may not ncoessarily 
represent the views of1be Tiger Newspaper, · Thompson, astronomy and incident and posted an edited McCarthian proportions. Clemson University or the Boan! offrust=. 
physics Professor Bradley Meyer version to social media where it But if we can learn from 
and history ProfessorAlan Grubb went viral. the examples of Kurnanyika, Lettm to the Editor can be submittd to 
oditotthctigcmew,@gtnail.oom. Lettm shall
who cosigned a letter in defense Ken White, lawyer and Carson, Gunter, Thompson, be no longer than 400 words and will run at 
of open discourse on Clemson's First Amendment badass who Meyer and Grubb, if we can the discretion ofthe Editor in Chic£ 
campus in early 2015. biogs at Popehat.com said in learn to ·answer bad speech 
Each r=lds first oopyofThc Tiger is free. AllIn addition to their letter, an article for the blog, "Now, with· more speech rather than 
subsequent copies are $1.00 each. 
there have been several cases some marketplace [of ideas] censorship, there is reason 
recently of Clemson students and responses - some criticism to hope. 
Tdlman Hall has been the topic of controversy upon campllll since Fall 2014. 
CUSG member Mitchell Gunter came under fue for his 
reelection campaign poster (above). 
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The journey ofa 1nascot: part one ofa series on the Tiger 
Allison Daniel Cub, which debuted in 1993. personality, but for a brief be known to their fellow Tiger, Watson also has two around campus. Any of them 
Sports Editor Each year, students period in time, they are students or fans until they identities. The difference is co1:1ld be the Tiger because 
try out for the opportunity all the same in the eyes of graduate and walk across the his "mask" doesn't hide who the mascot is not some 
When asked to name the to climb into that suit and thousands of fans across stage wearing their gloves, he is from fans. superhero who does pushups 
face of Clemson University, become one of the several the country. when everyone gets their first In both scenarios, to entertain 80,000 fans in 
many different answers could men and women .who have That is because, as the real look at the face behind there is a larger-than-life air Death Valley; he or she is a 
be given. Most commonly, represented the university in mascot, the students wear the beloved mascot. ·surrounding the figures who symbol for all of us and our 
however, an athlete or coach this unique way. W~s Scruggs, a mask in order to interact There isn't much are not much different than unified Clemson spirit . 
is perceived to represent the the Tiger from 1997-1998, with the world. Not just difference between the the people standing next That idea is one of many 
university in the national echoed that idea, saying, the literal mask of the suit, perception of the mascot to them. which encourages students 
eye. The issue with that is "The Tiger [is] more than a but also one when they are and the perception of the That is the beauty of to try out to be the mascot 
athletes and coaches come figure at sporting events. He outside of it. student athletes. A current mascots; while they are each year. They don't have to 
and go, but there is a constant represent[s] the university Although more people popular answer for the face special to the fans, the person be anything but themselves 
at Clemson: the Tiger. at all events and [is] an know who the Tiger is of the university is Deshaun wearing the suit is just an and it is an opportunity 
Since 1954, the Tiger ambassador to drive school now, it is still important to Watson. While he is idolized average student. for students to become a 
has been a symbol ofClemson spirit and recognition." maintain anonymity during by thousands as a superb Picture the girl next more engrained part of 
and has gained popularity Every student who your tenure in the suit. athlete, he is still a student to you in English class, the the university. 
throughout the decades with has put on the suit is an The students who put in going to classes during guy walking up the stairs of That is what the Tiger 
the introduction of the Tiger individual with their own their time and sweat cannot the week. Much like the Daniel or the kid jogging really is. 
IGERS'DESTROY D 
Clenison sweeps series againstjanies Madison 
Colin Halm had until the sixth inning when three hits and three walks 
they strung together a couple through seven innings pitched. Contributor 
of weakly hit groundballs that Afi:er two innings, 
manifested into a run. Schmidt had only thrown 12 
Clemson had a great A throwing error put a pitches being very efficient 
game overall last Friday. 
runner in scoring position who and throwing off-speed pitches 
Pitching was stellar and the was brought home on a fielder's in the strike zone to induce 
hitting was impressive. choice. Barnes finished his weak contact. Schmidt's ERA 
Chris Okey got the game game with six innings pitched, dropped to 3.00 following the 
going with a solo homerun surrendering only two hits masterful performance. Afi:er 
to straightaway center in the and one earned run. Barnes's Schmidt exited, Alex Schnell 
second inning, putting the 
earned run average (ERA) is and Andrew Papp each took 
Tigers up 1-0. The Tigers 
a sterling 2.38 through 11.1 the mound for an inning.
gained another run in the innings pitched. He is also Schnell gave up one hit and no 
fourth following a strange turn the proud owner of a great 7:2 runs. Papp, however, gave up
ofevents. strikeouts-to-walks ratio over his first career earned run on 
First, Seth Beer smacked his two starts. a couple of well-placed singles 
a double down the right-field On Saturday, the game was and a balk. 
line. Then, after a groundout over by the second inning. The The Tigers' bats could not 
by Chris Williams, Weston Tigers put on a clinic, getting be quieted as they outscored 
Wilson walked. Two pitches five runs off of a mix of hits, the Dukes 11-2 on Sunday.
later, a balk put Beer at third errors and walks. Beer had a career day, reaching
and Wilson on second. Afi:er Wilson singled to lead off base in all four of his at-bats 
a flyout by Adam Renwick, a the inning, then stole second and hitting his second career 
wild pitch brought Beer home. 
and advanced to third on a home run to the opposite field 
Chase Pinder continued 
wild pitch. Pinder, White, in left. He would finish three 
his hot streak with a mammoth Rohlman and Okey singled for three with three RBIs and 
solo homer to left in the fifth 
consecutively, with one out, to a walk. 
inning. He hit another home score five total runs before Beer Wilson, Rohlman, White 
run in the sixth inning to hit a fly ball out to deep center and Okey kept their hot 
become the first Clemson field and Williams struck out. streaks going too, getting eight 
player to hit three home runs The Tigers weren't hits and six RBIs combined. 
in four games since 2008. That done yet, and Chris Okey Wilson maintained his .500 
home run put Pinder at four hit a towering three-run batting average and Seth Beer 
runs batted in (RBI) for the home run into the Chapman increased his to .400. Most of James Madison. freshman seemed to struggle The Clemson Tigers swept 
game and a cumulative batting Grandstands in the fourth the starters were pulled early Jake Higginbotham got the getting weak contact inside the James Madison Dukes 
average of .313 for the year. inning to put the Tigers up on in the game to give them start again for the Tigers on the strike zone. Higginbotham increasing their winning
The Tigers' pitching kept by nine. Clemson would get some much needed rest. Mike Sunday, giving up two earned also threw two wild pitches to streak to five and setting
the Dukes in check. Charlie two more in the eighth for Triller, KJ. Bryant, Robert runs on five hits and making cap off a shaky second start. them up for a good start to the 
Barnes had a no-hitter going extra insurance. Jolly, Andrew Cox and Glenn three walks in just 3.1 innings Clemson's remaining bullpen 2016 season. 
through the fifth. A couple of Easily the best outing of Batson all saw the field for pitched. His three strikeouts pitched dazzlingly, giving up The Tigers' next game is 
walks and errors were the only Clate Schmidt's career, the multiple innings as the Tigers were all on breaking pitches a combined three hits for the against Wofford, at home, on 
baserunners James Madison 
senior held the Dukes to just closed out their series with outside of the zone, but the remaining 5.2 innings. Tuesday, March l, at 4 p.m. 
Sophomore outfidder Chase Pinder (5) steps up to the plate to bat against James Madison. 
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Clenison ends hom,estand against 
Wofford on Tuesday 
Austin Hays have done the hulk of the with another victory. That 
Contributor work in carrying the team said, Clemson can't afford to 
thus far in the season. fall behind in the late innings 
Doug Kingsmore is set Six different starters of rhe game, as Wofford 
to host its first midweek tilt in the Wofford lineup are closer Will Stillman has 
Tuesday, as the Terriers of hatting above .300, lead by converted four saves without 
Wofford College make the outfielder McClain Bradley, surrendering a single run. The 
short trek down I-85 to play who has started the season Tigers will need to strike hard 
and to begin a big week for with an outrageous .524 clip. and early. 
the Clemson baseball team. As blistering as they have been At the end of the day, 
Another series win has behind the plate, they are as Coach Lee cannot let his 
the Tigers confident, with the much a threat on the base squad forget this game with 
lineup contining to show its paths, having swiped 18 hags bigger matchups coming 
offensive chops against James in 20 tries thus far this season. soon. This is very much a 
Madison, reaching 5-1. As This looks to he another early winnable game for the Tigers, 
the month of February draws test for Clemson's young hut only if they cash in the 
to a close, players and fans pitching core, who will likely opportunities they get on 
alike are beginning to think put a first-rime starter on the offense and avoid gifting the 
about the upcoming trials of mound to begin the game. Terriers with fielding and 
March: road games, the start Fortunately for the pitching mistakes. If they can 
of ACC play and, of course, Tigers, Wofford's hurlers do both of these things, we 
the Reedy River Rivalry haven't been sterling thus far should see results similar to 
series against the Gamecocks in the season. Opponents last year's matchup between 
this weekend. have Iit the scoreboard the two teams in Doug 
Wofford's no easy tune­ against rhe Terriers' pitching Kingsmore, in which the 
up opponent, though. Todd to the rune of a 4.33 ERA. Tigers proved triumphant 11 
Interdonato's squad is off to The Clemson lineup has runs to five. 
a fast 5-0 start, including a pounced on shaky pitching Either way, expect 
season-opening upset against as of late, and it will he their the stadium scoreboard 
No. 24 Kentucky. As with job again to carry the charge operator to he very busy 
Clemson, the Terriers' hats if the Tigers are to come away Tuesday night. Sophomore infielder Adam Renwick (11) has a .190 batting average this season. 
Clemson m,ust beat Virginia to 
keep NCAA hopes alive 
Cole Little could see that legitimate season, and, considering 
Columnist possibility become a Brogdon is 6-foot-5 and 215 
virtual impossibility. pounds, the Tiger defense 
At 16-12 overall, the The Tigers face off will have to step it up against 
Clemson Tigers aren't very against the No. 3 Virginia the Cavs. 
appealing to the NCAA Cavaliers tomorrow night Tomorrow night is also 
Tournament selection at home, and, considering Senior Night for Clemson, 
committee at the moment. how well Clemson played meaning senior starters 
Following last week's in Charlottesville against Landry Nnoko and Jordan 
disappointing 75-73 loss the Wahoos in a seven­ Roper will be honored prior 
to the Georgia Tech Yellow point mid-January loss, the · to the opening tip. Seeing 
Jackets, featuring a second­ Tigers should have all the as those two have been solid 
half collapse by the Tigers, confidence in the world contributors in all four of 
Clemson Head Coach Brad heading into the game. their respective seasons at 
Brownell told reporters, This is, without a doubt, Clemson, the Tigers should 
"This really hurts, obviously, a must-win for Clemson. The play with extra motivation 
our NCAA Tournament Tigers did not garner a single and inspiration to win for 
hopes. That eats at you significant victory in the two of Brownell's most 
because we've done a lot of month of February, a serious important recruits. 
good things this year." letdown from a January Regardless of how the 
The disappointing loss filled with monumental Tigers become energized 
did indeed hurt Clemson's wins . However, March is for tomorrow night's game, 
NCAA Tournament the most important month playing with an extra sense 
hopes. In fact, it all but of the college basketball of urgency is necessary. 
destroyed them. season, and Clemson needs a Virginia is one of the nation's 
Of course, if Clemson is signature victory to usher in top squads, hut the Tigers 
to win the ACC Tournament the month of madness. proved in January that they 
next week, which is highly Virginia guard Malcom are capable of dethroning 
unlikely, it will earn an Brogdon is averaging 18.5 any team. With the regular 
automatic berth into the points per game, third in season nearing its end, that 
Big Dance. But, as of the ACC and has been on January magic must make a 
now, an at-large hid is the an absolute tear as of late. glorious return on Tuesday 
only legitimate possibility Clemson has struggled night if Clemson is to have 
of the Tigers getting mightily defending big any chance of dancing come 
Junior forward Jaron Blossomgame (5) shoots a basket against Notre Dame. in, hut tomorrow night guards throughout the Selection Sunday. 
Ashley Hodge 
Contributor 
The Clemson Tigers 
weren't going down without a 
fighr in South Bend, Indiana, 
on Thursday night. 
The Lady Tigers took on 
the Notre Dame Fighting Irish 
(27-1 , 15-0) and were unable 
to generate enough points to 
win their final road game of 
the season. 
The Irish had control in 
each of the four quarters of 
play, going 11 for 11 from the 
free throw line and ultimately 
outscoring the Tigers 71-52. 
Aliyah Collier and Victoria 
Cardaci led the Tigers in a 
constant chase to keep the game 
within their reach. Collier tied 
her career-best point scoring 
game with 18 points and nine 
quarter with six points as she 
and her teammates worked to 
keep up with the Irish. 
Tiger's Head Coach 
Audra Smith was impressed 
with Collier's performance 
and noted that she has 
impacted this team immensely 
regardless of what the statistics 
may say. 
''Aliyah has been playing 
well all year and she played well 
tonight," Coach Smith said. 
"She gives us everything 
she's got and she does a lot of 
things that don't show up in 
the stat sheer. . . She's playing 
her heart out and she's been as 
consistent as a freshman could 
possibly he." 
Cardaci scored three three 
pointers. She has gone eight 
consecutive games scoring at 
least one shot from the three­
five games has rallied 16 total. 
The only answer that 
Smith had for the team's loss 
was a reason she has been noting 
all throughout the season; the 
lack of points her team 
has generated. 
"The bottom line is we 
took 60 shots and we could not 
knock enough of them down 
tonight," she said. 
The team has struggled 
throughout the season with 
making their shots count. On 
Thursday they demonstrated 
that they could compete with 
the Fighting Irish, hut they 
couldn't prove themselves on 
the court without the points to 
hack them up. 
Clemson closed the 
regular season 4-25 and will 
play Wake Forest in the first 
round of the ACC Tournament 
rebounds and began the second point margin, and in the past on March 2. Freshman post Sirah Diarra (20) attempts a shot against Pitt in Jervey Gym. 
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From, Paris 
Part 3: Finding the comforts of home in the uniqueness of a foreign country 
Kelsey Morgan bar that offers over 2,000 I just sat down and full and set is unbelievable. because they were great it than I am. It's something I 
Contributor craft beers and happens to on Kim K. ugly cried. All I During the days, the shows, but because of how can't wait ro come home to. 
be a bucket list destination could think was "I can't wait girls and I spent some time they reminded me of my Till next time. 
To my Tigers, of mine. Needless to say, to go home. I just want to exploring, and I got the mom and how happy music 
- KelseyI just got back from a we were exhausted, and the be home." chance to do some solo and these shows make her. It 
week-and-a-half break where beers I had had did not help Fast forward to the end exploring where I found some reminds me of being younger 
I got to do some traveling. It my patience, and the smallest of the trip: London. I've great markets, bookstores, and eating Chinese take out 
was an adventure - and an things were upsetting me. been once before, and it's street performers, musicians while watching "Phantom 
emotional rollercoaster - to A group of us decided probably tied with Warsaw (a personal favorite of mine) of the Opera" or "Fiddler on 
say the least. we were ready for sleep so for my favorite city in the and, of course, Starbucks. the Roof" on DVD with my 
Everything from getting we left to walk back to our world. First, I got to see On our last night, the rest mom and sister and hearing 
lost to an emotional apartment which was about "The Lion King" in theater, of the group I was with had my mom quietly sing along, or 
meltdown over being a seven-minute walk away. which is something I'd been tickers to a fashion show, listening to the sound of her 
homesick to feeling An hour and a half later, very excited about. and after finally deciding I flute filling the house while 
accomplished for figuring in 34 degree weather and Needless to say, it was didn't know what to do by she practiced for an upcoming 
out a new country's metro rain, after I broke down and amazing. The music, the myself for most of a day and performance. 
system to facing unexpected turned on my data to try to set, the costumes, the the evening, I gave in and While it did make me miss 
expenses to feeling on top get us directions to the hotel, props, and the incredible went to the theater and got home, it simultaneously made 
of the world because I was we were still lost. amount of detail-it was the cheapest tickets available me feel close to home even 
just happy. Finally, after running into honestly jaw dropping. for "Wicked" - also an though I'm 4,000 miles away. 
My meltdown in Brussels an awesome British guy, The next morning I got to absolutely incredible show. There is a part of me that 
went something like this: who has seen more of the do the number-one thing I don't know a lot about is excited to go home every 
After being up since 5 U.S. than I have, gave us the I HAD to do in London: classical music or opera single day. I don't think it 
a.m. to travel from Paris to directions that finally got The Warner Brother Studio's or theater, but my mom means that I am unhappy; 
Brussels, touring and sitting us back. I walked into the Harry Potter Tour. Forgive was a musician when I was I think it just means I have 
through lectures all day hotel room and set my bag me for being dramatic, but growing up, so hearing songs something really incredible 
and almost crying at dinner on a small table where it fell it was probably one of the from musicals or pieces to go back to-and for that I 
for no reason other than less than two feet and broke greatest things I've ever by Mozart and Beethoven couldn't be any luckier. 
just missing home, we got the Delirium glasses I was done. Seriously though, the always remind me her. Enjoy the sunshine and blue 
Belgian waffles and went to trying to keep as souvenirs amount of time and detail Sitting in those shows skies you're getting, Tigers. I 
the Delirium - a famous for another girl and myself. that went into each scene made me happy, not just promise you're getting more of 
Judah Friedlander gets political 
The self proclaimed "World Champion" brings laughs and insight to Clemson 
Jessica Simpson 
Contributor 
Best known for his 
role as Frank Rossitano, 
the hilarious screen 
writer from the hit NBC 
comedy show "30 Rock" 
and as best supporting 
actor nominee for his role 
in "American Splendor," 
Judah Friedlander came 
to Clemson to give a 
free standup comedy 
show Friday night in 
Tillman auditorium. 
This event was 
sponsored by 
Tiger Paw Productions, 
U-NITES! and 
CLEMSONLiVE. 
Despite the wind and 
the cold, by 9:30 a line 
of students extended all 
the way out the door 
and around the corner 
of Tillman Hall. Over 
300 students wai red 
in line outside to see 
Judah perform. 
To kick off the show, 
two Clemson students hit 
the stage first to warm up 
the crowd. Jimmy and 
Alison Tanzy were both 
met with loud applause 
and continuously pulled 
massive laughs from the 
crowd, prepping the large 
audience for Judah to take 
the stage. 
Judah has often 
referred to himself as a 
"World Champion" and 
he did not fail to deliver. 
With his signature 
American flag trucker 
hat, World Champion 
jacket and t-shirt, Judah 
took over the entire stage. 
His main topics included 
plans for his presidential 
campaign as well as how 
he, as World Champion, 
would handle major issues 
such as immigration, 
taxes, gun control and 
foreign policy. After 
hearing his ideas, it seems 
crazy that he isn't in the 
running for real. 
Cody Hosek, a junior 
English major said, 'Tm 
a huge fan of '30 Rock' 
and Judah played one of 
my favorite characters. 
It was great to see the 
world champion in 
person and hear his 
standup. I thought the 
opening acts were super 
great as well and it was 
cool to see student talent 
on campus." 
Judah's style of 
standup was also very 
refreshing. Instead of 
just talking at the crowd 
for two hours, he offered 
audience chances to 
interact wich and ask 
him questions about his 
campaign plans. This 
helped maintain an open 
conversation and helped 
everyone feel comfortable 
and involved in his 
comedy. Friedlander's 
standup became even 
more impressive, as he 
came up with material 
on the spot from the 
comments made by the 
audience. Overall, it was 
almost as if he 
spectacularly improved 
the whole show. 
Judah Friedlander 
put on a great show which 
led to a very engaging 
and hilarious evening. 
Hopefully the World 
Champion will return to 
Clemson again soon. Judah Friedlander prefonned at Tillman Hall last Friday. 
I 
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Even n1,ore shows to keep onyour radar 
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One student's life living with depression 
Valerie Smith personally suffers from the time. It became more than and depression. I have also been too sure I've annoyed more to your mind and body. 
dysthymia, a type ofdepression, just "the blues" as I started practicing yoga and meditation than enough professors zoning Are you sincerely more sad,Senior StaffWriter 
as well as anxiety, I am more crying and having panic at home and attending out during class. angry or nervous than you 
It is scientifically proven than familiar with feelings of attacks everyday. therapy sessions once every As hard as all of this is, I are happy? Realize, yourself, 
that most people discover loneliness. Recognizing the These episodes two weeks at Clemson's continue to move forward. that you might need help. 
their mental disorders in symptoms of a mental disorder continued on even after the Counseling and Psychological The more I try different Discuss it with a close family 
their lower to mid-twenties. before actually realizing the spring semester had started. Services (CAPS). strategies for help, the closer member or friend. If they 
This is especially prevalent disorder is present can be a Eventually, I summoned To be brutally honest, I get to handling my anxiety don't initially listen, keep 
among college students. long uphill battle. With this up the bravery to talk with most days are still a huge and depression. Having a talking. Force them to listen. 
When it comes to moving being said, I have a story I a friend who suffered from struggle. I find myself mental illness defini rely makes Only you know what you 
out of your parents' house, want to tell about uncovering anxiety about it. After a long trembling at the thought of me feel isolated from the are going through and your 
going to college, obtaining my anxiety and depression, discussion with my mom, getting out ofbed to go to class rest of the world. My family mental health is worth 
a job coupled with lack of Perhaps it could help someone dad and stepdad, I was able to or work on some days. I get so doesn't understand it; nor the fight. 
sleep, coming into adulthood out in the long run. convince them to let me see worked up that I may start do my friends or classmates. Next is to try one of 
is difficult. However, if you Discerning my mental a doctor. to vomit and hyperventilate. But this doesn't mean I don't the many different strategies 
realize that you have a mental illness(es) was anything but The battle goes on, but On top of this, I have found have help. that might help you manage 
illness as an adult, chances easy. Itwas the Christmas ofmy let me tell you that this first in several instances that my My friends and family your issues. Do not stop 
are you've had it during your junior year as an undergraduate step to seek help was by far medication isn't working for care about me. They want trying different things 
adolescent years as well. - the first Christmas I had the hardest. It only gets better me. It has taken several doctor me to succeed and have a until you are happy again. 
Scientists are still trying to ever spent without my brother, from here. It takes a lot to tell visits to find the medication healthy, happy life. Despite Even after you are happy, 
understand if mental disorders who was deployed with the your family you need help. I that works best for me - and not fully understanding what keep going. 
are genetic or contingent U.S. Air Force. I spent two would always put up a front so I'm still not sure it is working. I am going through, they And finally, surround 
on the environment. For weeks of Christmas break they wouldn't worry about me It can somi:times take weeks are still always there for me. yourself with people who 
example, schizophrenia with my mom and stepdad while I was away at school, but for the medication to officially I have found this to be the love you. Maintain positive 
and bipolar disorder have a in their home, located in the if I wasn't honest with them, settle in your system only to most important aspect of any relationships and weed out 
higher rate of being inherited. middle of nowhere with no I have no idea where I would find out that it isn't working type of struggle - a good the negative ones. As long 
In contrast, disorders like Wi-Fi or cellphone service. be now. properly and begin trying out support system. and difficult as some days 
depression and anxiety are I missed my friends, my From here, I have a new medication. It makes me Overall, unearthing a are, every bit of the fight is 
less inheritable. apartment back home, my acquired medication to help sick to my stomach, headaches mental illness is not an easy worth it. 
As someone who brother and my boyfriend at take the edge off of the anxiety are not uncommon and I'm task. The first step is to listen You are never alone. 
Photo Courtesy of Lst1984 / Flickr 
Cody Smoldt 
Contributor 
Last week we shared some of our 
favorite shows on TV right now. Here 
are soine more that we're looking 
forward to during the rest of 2016. 
The Americans [FX] 
The best show on television that 
nobody (including yours truly) is 
watching. A favorite of renowned 
critics like Andy Greenwald and 
Alan Sepinwall, FX's Cold War-era 
spy drama starri,ng Matthew Rhys 
and Keri Russell is set to return on 
March; l6. 
Bloodline [Netflix] 
The· Rayburns own a beachside 
hotei· in the sunny Florida Keys, 
but th¢y also have a dark secret that 
tl:tr'!4t~lls ' to"·brn'l'g"dovvri 'the entire 
family. Kyle Chandler stars in this 
stunning Netflix original that is set to 
return in May. 
Daredevil/LukeCage/ 
Jessica Jones [Netflix] 
The Marvel Cinematic Universe 
has extended to the small screen with 
a series of darker dramatic series for 
Netflix. "Daredevil" returns March 18 
and, after appearing as a supporting 
character in "Jessica Jones," Luke 
Cage is set to get his own series later 
in 2016. "Jessica Jones" has already 
been renewed for a second season that 
could also air later this year. The three 
will eventually team up with Iron Fist 
for "Marvel's The Defenders." 
Fear the Walking Dead 
[AMC] 
After an uneven first season, this 
spinoff of AMC's biggest hit is set 
to return on April 10 for a new 
15-episode season. "Fear" is basically 
"The Walking Dead: Los Angeles," 
but the first season was just good 
enough to get me to tune in for 
this one. 
Grune ofThrones [HBO] 
Last season ended with the death ofa 
major character (or did it?) and the show 
has finally caught up with George RR. 
Martin's ''A Song of Ice and Fire" book 
series that it is based on. I have no idea 
what's going to happen and I can't wait. 
"Game of Thrones" returns to HBO 
on April 26. 
House ofCards [Netflix] 
Netflix's biggest hit has already been 
renewed for a fifth season in 2017, 
and Kevin Spacey's Frank Underwood 
is among the most beloved and 
hated characters on television. His 
legacy is at stake as he runs for re­
election. The fourth season will 
be made available on Netflix on 
March 4. #Underwood2016 
Mr. Robot [USA] 
"Mr. Robot" was the best and most 
surprising new show of 2015 and after 
deeply exploring the psyche of Eliot 
(played by the electric Rami Melek) in 
season one, I can't wait to see where the 
show will go next. New episodes will 
likely begin to air later this summer. 
The Path [Hulu] 
Hulu continues to make waves 
with this new cult drama starring 
"Breaking Bad's" Aaron Paul and "True 
Detective's" Michelle Monaghan, 
as well as Hugh Dancy as the cult's 
leader and Jason Katims (who 
worked on "Friday Night Lights" 
and "Parenthood") as an executive 
producer. 
Preacher [AMC] 
Like AMC's "The Walking 
Dead," "Preacher" is based on a 
wildly popular comic book series 
and should air sometime this 
summer. The show stars Dominic 
Cooper as the titular preacher on a 
journey to literally find God. 
He's joined by his ex-wife and 
an Irish vampire, and there's a 
character named Arseface. Count 
me in. 
Westworld [HBO] 
An upcoming science fiction series 
from Jonathan Nolan and J.J. Abrams 
starring Anthony Hopkins and Ed 
Harris based on the 1971 movie of the 
same name (which was itself based 
on a Michael Crichton novel)? The 
show is set in a wild west/futuristic 
theme park where the robots have 
turned sentient. After the tragedy of 
the second season of"True Detective," 
this could be the shot in the arm that 
HBO needs to rise back to the top of 
the pack. 
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CROSSWORD 
Across 
1 - Collective word for 
intellectual pursuits; 
5 - Santa Fe Trail town; 
9 -Rum cakes; 
14 - Lacking play; 
15-Even_speak...; 
16 - Glass marble; 
17 -Treaters words; 
18 - Guitarist Atkins; 
19 - Sheer fabric; 
20-Error; 
22 -Tonsil's neighbor; 
24 - Chip dip; 
26 - Thor Heyerdahl craft; 
27 - On the beach; 
30 - Pants; 
35 - Note taker; 
36 - Yellow spread; 
37 - Bluey-green color; 
38 - PBS supporter; 
39 - Remarkable; 
42 - Falsehood; 
43 - Drops the ball; 
45 - Columbus' ship; 
46 -Actress Witherspoon; 
48 - Change the course of, 
50 -Turkey's highest peak; 
51-_NaNa; 
52 - Thespian; 
54 - Lodging houses; 
58 - Hardpressed; 
62 - Building addition; 
63 -Actor Neeson; 
65 -Anatomical passage; 
66-Wombs; 
67 - Largest continent; 
68-_asoul; 
69 - Silt deposit; 
70 - Jazz flutist Herbie; 
71 - Pontiac muscle cars; 
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Crossword . bestcrosswords.com 
34 - Frozen rain; 
36 - Earrelated; 
40 -Actor Ryan; 
HOROSCOPES: Clemson Baseball Edition 
41 - Diamond flaw?; 
44 -Teachers in habits; 
47 - Ear ornament; 
49 - Rupture of a blood 
vessel; 50 - Cossack chief, 
5 3 - Series of metal rings; 
54- Drag; 
55 - Not tricked by; 
56-Dagger; 
57 - Close with force; 
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59 - Let's just leave _ that; 
60 - Elie! Saarinen's son; ~ ~ 
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AQUARIUS 
Jan. 20 - Feb. 19 
PISCES 
Feb. 20 - March 20 
ARIES 
March 21 -April 20 · 
TAURUS 
April 21 - May 20 
GEMINI 
May 21 - June 21 
CANCER 
June 22 - July 22 
LEO 
July 23 - Aug. 23 
VIRGO 
Aug. 24 - Sept. 22 
LIBRA 
Sept. 23 - Oct. 23 
SCORPIO 
Oct. 24 - Nov. 21 
SAGITTARIUS 
Nov. 22 - Dec. 21 
It's not your fault ifa girl knows 
more about baseball than you. Just 
sit there and tty to come up with 
decent pickup lines for Ky. 
It's not fun when the baseball team 
doesn't say if they're single or not 
on social media. Am I right, Eli? 
I 
It's OK to be jealoll5 of Reed ' 
Rohlman's flow. I for one would 
love to know what conditioner 
he U5es. 
Come to the game for a shirt-sey; 
stay for the beautiful baseball team. 
I'm not saying she's a cleat chaser, 
but she's not messing with, a 
bench warmer. 
Pinder knows how to hit a 
homerun on and off the fidd. Be 
like Pinder . 
To all of the left out fielders 
who play Clemson, I am sorry. 
But on another note: hey, Ky! 
Let me take you out to Cookout 
and a movie. 
You don't have to be a part of the 
big huddle to feel important. Just 
remember, Reed Rohlman is in the 
little huddle and he's who I want 
to be next to. 
► I have a new appreciation for 
the phrase "Beer run" now. 
It's Okey dokey, JMU. At least 
► get some Cookout while you're 
here to make this trip worth 
your while . 
► Unlucky in love? Go to OKS. It's . 
nor called (bae)seball for nothing. 
Down 
1 - Mighty mite; 
2 - Hindu princess; 
3 - Rolaids rival; 
4- Felt hat; 
5 - Equipment for fishing; 
6 - Barbecue leftovers?; 
7 - Be in the red; 
8 - _ precedent; 
9 - Flatbottomed rowboat; 
10 -Torn by inner conflict; 
11 - Scott of"Charles in 
Charge"; 
12 - King ofthe Huns; 
13 - Tournament favorite; 
21- Composer Copland; 
23 - Salivate; 
25 - Capital of Georgia; 
27 - "Lou Grant" star; 
28 - One cubic meter; 
29 - Listened; 
31 - Country singer 
McEntire; 
32 - Conger catcher; 
33 - Mrs. Gorbachev; 
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CAPRICORN 
Dec. 22 - Jan. 19~ Robert Jolly is nothing but jolly when he gets balls ftom the pitcher. 
Horoscopes by: Myra Hutto / Asst. Timeout Editor 
Cookit1 roke: 
Spaghetti Pie 
-=======-
INC-REPIENfS 
1. 8 ounces uncooked spaghetti 
2. 2 tablespoons unsalted butter 
3. 8 large eggs 
4. 1 /2 cup milk 
5. 1 /3 cup cooked bacon crumbles (such as Hormel 
brand) 
6. 3 scallions (green portions only), thinly sliced 
7. 1/4 teaspoon freshly ground pepper 
8. 1/4 cup finely shredded Parmesan cheese 
INSfRUCflONS 
Bring a pot of salted water to a boil, add spaghetti and cook 
according to package directions, stirring often, until al dente. 
Drain pasta and rinse well with cold water. Preheat oven to 
400°F. Grease an ovenproof 9- or 10-inch skillet with about 
1/2 tbsp. butter. In a bowl, whisk together eggs, milk, bacon, 
scallion, pepper and 3 tbsp. parmesan. Add spaghetti; mix 
well. Transfer mixture to skillet, spreading evenly. Dot with 
remaining butter and sprinkle remaining 1 tbsp. parmesan 
on top. Bake for 25 to 30 minutes until center is set and top is 
golden. Let cool for 10 minutes before serving. 
Dave Gray / Flickr Recipe from MyRecipes.com 
